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AS I SEE IT

Maintenance and Reliability

How the IIoT Is Changing
Condition Monitoring
“The IIoT
does not and
cannot make
all other forms
of condition
monitoring
obsolete, but it
is a powerful
enabler.”

The industrial internet
of things (IIoT) and
Industry 4.0 are
already unleashing
enormous value in plants around the
world. It seems that today’s younger,
digital workforce is the energy that
propels this change. Past efforts had
been sluggish to say the least.
Modern consumer products
have put connected devices in our
pocket, on our wrist, in our ears, in
our car and throughout our home.
IoT is projected to deliver between
$1.9 and $4.7 trillion of economic
value by 2025. The IIoT for asset
monitoring is expected to produce
$200-$500 billion in economic value
by 2025. Condition-based maintenance (CBM), involving real-time
sensing and predictive maintenance,
is viewed as the “easy win” among all
IIoT applications. Many new online
sensors are being introduced each
year (see Figure 1).

Condition Control Is
the New Game

Condition monitoring describes
the data collection function needed
to sustain machine reliability. Intelligent machines and smart factories
require the ability to respond and

Figure 1. The plethora of new sensors in the condition monitoring space is impressive.
This emerging trend is bound to change the field of condition monitoring forever.
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make agile course corrections to this
data. Data analytics is the buzz term
related to converting data into smart,
actionable information. When used
to foretell a future event, it often is
referred to as predictive analytics.
Either way, it takes condition monitoring one step further — a very
important step. This could be called
condition analysis.
However, we’re not done, as we
need the response piece. This is the
function of doing something actionable (real-time course corrections)
with this information. This is called
condition response. But we’re still
not done. We now need to return
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of our machines and processes. Figure 2 shows
a simple illustration of the circular condition
control process. It’s time to morph condition
monitoring into condition control.

Condition
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Real-time Sensing
and Edge Computing
Condition
Control
Condition
Response

Condition
Analysis

Figure 2. Condition monitoring is only the
data acquisition stage of condition control
(sustained reliability). Condition analysis
converts this data into meaningful information about the state of the machine.
Condition response puts this information
to work by converting it into actionable
course corrections, executed either by
humans or autonomously by the machine.

to condition monitoring to confirm that we
have positive feedback to these actions. Did
the course correction really work to remedy a
problem or improve overall machine performance? Perhaps another course correction must
be tested?
The IIoT is a critical enabler that some say is
long overdue. It implants sensors that are “tuned
in” to the real-time dynamics of our machines.
After all, the failure development period (P-F
interval) can vary from milliseconds to years.
The IIoT provides the continuous vigilance
to the onset of anything that is changing and
might compromise reliability and sustainability
Human
Intelligence

Today, more and more machines are fitted
with onboard “edge computing” or distributed
intelligence. Data is still fed to the cloud or a
centralized location, but decisions can be made
locally. There’s also artificial intelligence (AI),
which involves computers powered by sophisticated, self-learning software using algorithms
that mimic human intelligence. AI is more
common in consumer products but is still in
its infancy in industrial product applications,
especially condition monitoring.
More practical and effective is augmented
intelligence. With augmented intelligence, the
human’s super-computer (brain) teams with
man-made computers to collect and convert
data to actionable information. For instance,
visual operator inspection data that is scanned or
keyed into a handheld device can be augmented
by pairing it with data generated from online
condition monitoring sensors. See Figure 3 for
a simple visual on augmented intelligence.
In real time, this data can dictate machine
control and movement to optimize and sustain
machine health and operating conditions.
These are like guidance systems that respond
to current conditions, providing adaptive
control in response to instant changes. The
state of the machine is constantly monitored
and recalibrated.
Real-time sensing can be shared between
the system controller (like a PLC) and the
condition monitoring controller. This provides a
functional interface enabled by an IIoT platform

Augmented
Intelligence

Artificial
Intelligence

REAL WORLD

COMPUTER-GENERATED
Figure 3. When human intelligence is augmented by artificial intelligence, the optimum
result can be achieved.
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Figure 4. The Intelligent Controller-Controller Interface (ICCI) System shares
PLC functions/sensing with machine condition functions/sensing.
MODES OF IIoT DATA-DRIVEN CONDITION RESPONSES
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Figure 5. This chart shows how the IIoT provides connectivity for both
machine and human executive condition control responses.
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for mutual benefit related to machine performance and
reliability. Machines with autonomous control features
(current or potential) might include hydraulic systems,
compressors, paper machines, turbines and many
sophisticated process machine trains. The concept of
coupling condition control with system control is illustrated in Figure 4.

Machine- and HumanExecuted Responses

Of course, not everything must be done in real time.
Because of the complexity of some machines and the
technology limitations of many condition and operational control functions, both human and machine
responses are needed. The IIoT and online sensors can
supply the data, while data analytics can translate the
data into prescriptive responses. However, the manner
and time element of the corrective responses may vary.
This hybrid model probably makes the most sense,
as it is the easiest to deploy. But this is a dynamic field
that will continue to evolve as technologies advance and
machines become smarter and more agile. Examples
of how humans and machines can work together are
shown in Figure 5.

The Internet of Tribology

Oil is like a flight data recorder. It is exposed to the
intimate innerworkings of the machine, seeing both the
good and bad. It’s the common medium that records
data from these exposures which might reveal health
or aberrant conditions that can induce future failure.
Decades of research in tribology and millions of oil
analysis samples have taught us that there’s gold in our
oil. The data that can prescribe needed actions is this
gold. It is detectable and quantifiable.
The means of data acquisition should not only be
limited but also multimodal. It can be extracted from
samples and analyzed in the laboratory, monitored
in real time with online sensors, interrogated using

RELIABLE PLANT 2019 TO FEATURE SPECIAL IIOT FOCUS
The upcoming Reliable Plant Conference & Exhibition, which is scheduled for April 16-18, 2019, in Cleveland, Ohio, will feature a special focus on
all things related to the industrial internet of things (IIoT). Attendees will have the opportunity to learn more about the IIoT in workshops, learning
sessions, roundtables and panel discussions, as well as see the latest technologies and solutions on display in the exhibit hall.

Don’t Miss These IIoT Presentations
>> Achieving a New Standard of Reliability

with the IoT
— Jeremy Drury, IoT Diagnostics, and Jon
Prescott, Scante

>> Maintenance Digitalization: Improving

Workforce Productivity and Compliance
— Paul Muir, Mobideo

>> IoT Fundamentals for Non-IT Reliability
Professionals
— Jeff Rockwood, On Now Digital

>> Using the IIoT to Advance Oil Analysis
Effectiveness

— Matt Spurlock, Allied Reliability

>> The Role of Big Data in Plant Reliability —
Noah Bethel, PdMA Corporation

>> Strategies for Digital Asset Management
— James Kovacevic, Eruditio

and Challenges in the Journey to Plant
Digitalization — Paul Muir, Mobideo

>> IIoT: The Platform for a Smart

Maintenance Ecosystem — James
Grogan, i3 Product Development

>> Understanding Digitalization and How

>> Reliability in the Cloud: How to Deploy

>> The Industry 4.0 Evolution: Taking

>> Strategies for Integrating the Connected

It Can Optimize Maintenance and
Reliability — Paul Muir, Mobideo

Cloud-based Maintenance Solutions —
Eric Whitley, Leading2Lean

Advantage of Connected Reliability —
Gregory Perry, Fluke Corporation

Worker, the Connected Manager and the
Connected Machine
— Paul Muir, Mobideo

>> Panel Discussion: Common Questions

Be Sure to Check out These Exhibiting IIoT Companies
>>Atten2 - Booth #341
>>GTI Predictive Technology Inc. - Booth #224
>>Augury - Booth #541
>>IJssel Predictive Maintenance - Booth #520
>>Cohesive Solutions - Booth #344
>>IMI Sensors, a PCB Piezotronics Division Booth #524
>>Dynapar - Booth #618
>>IoT Diagnostics - Booth #528
>>General Electric Digital - Booth #614
>>Gill Sensors & Controls Ltd - Booth #240
>>Mobideo - Booth #131

>>Nikola Labs - Booth #613
>>On Now Digital - Booth #624
>>Pall Corporation - Booth #308
>>PsiKick - Booth #610
>>VIZIYA Corporation - Booth #105
>>VTRUS - Booth #539

EXTEND THE LIFE OF YOUR BEARINGS
An Ultrasonic Instrument is the perfect tool to inspect and lubricate your bearings!

FOR INSPECTION
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FOR LUBRICATION
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Listen to your bearings and
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Avoid over-lubrication:
a leading cause of bearing failure
Receive alarms when your
bearings need lubrication
Start a condition based lubrication
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Figure 6. The expanded condition control model shows the IIoT as the primary
source of data.

Condition Control Means
Machine Agility

•• Operator handling

Agility is fundamentally important. The
ground is always shifting (figuratively), and
the machine must be agile and shift in
response. It’s like climate control. When it’s
hot outside, the air conditioner responds.
When it’s cold outside, the heater responds.
Sustained machine reliability depends on agile
responses to operating conditions and
exposures to all things that present risk and
impair reliability.
Each machine is unique from the standpoint of what might be changing and how
agility (human or machine induced) must
respond. Below are some basic examples:

•• Oil level, leakage

What’s Changing

•• Grease charge
•• Looseness

What’s Adjusting to Change
•• Bleed-in-feed rate of new
oil introduction
•• Oil flow rate
•• Sump make-up rate
•• Grease dosage rate and frequency
•• Filter use (flow, performance, auxiliary
filter, etc.)
•• Oil temperature control
•• Viscosity correction

•• Machine age (changing vibration, heat,
acoustic emissions, displacement,
alignment, balance, etc.)

•• Additive replenishment
•• Base oil replenishment

•• Filter age

•• Machine operation (derating, speed,
load, cycle rate, pressure, flow, temperature, etc.)

•• Climate, weather, seasons

•• Maintenance requisitions

•• Duty cycle (load, pressure, speed, flow, etc.)

•• Inspection requisitions

•• Oil age
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portable data collectors, or examined by
skillful and investigative inspectors. Other
non-lubricant-related tests and inspections
at the machine help complete the picture
and establish greater confidence in what’s
happening now (or not happening).
The IIoT does not and cannot make all
other forms of condition monitoring obsolete,
but it is a powerful enabler. Data and information can reach the internet in a variety of
different ways that don’t involve imbedded
sensors. This data can pass through modems or
industrial gateways for analysis and storage. As
mentioned previously, the response to this data
can be autonomous (i.e., machine executed)
and human executed. See Figure 6.

The Dawn of IIoT-enabled
Condition Control

The foundational pieces of IIoT-enabled
condition monitoring have been advancing
rapidly for years. Recently, enough of the pieces
have fallen into place that working systems are
beginning to show solid results. Many companies are waiting as others are taking the lead.
The full potential of IIoT-enabled condition control will evolve over the ensuing
decades. While it is in its infancy when
viewed in contrast to this full potential, some
readers are young enough to see this potential transition to reality. Promising careers
will exploit this potential, as will new and
emerging companies. The field of machine
reliability has an exciting, technology-rich
future. It should be a great ride. ML
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